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5

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
15-Sep-2021

We had a large, unusable sloping garden. Now we have
an amazing garden, which we can finally enjoy with our
young family. Tony created a beautiful decking area, a
lovely flat lawn held by a stunning stone cladded
retaining wall, two smart patio areas and planting
areas. We were impressed with Tony's
conscientiousness, commitment, determination, and
willingness to try anything. His flexibility and great
communication was a bonus throughout the project.
We felt informed, and confident that we could always
approach him discuss ideas and progress. This made a
huge difference to the final product; we felt we could
trust Tony from the beginning to deliver with integrity,
and he did just that. I would recommend Tony to other
people who need any manner of garden works, in an
instant.

15-Sep-2021

Tony and his team did an absolutely excellent job with
our garden. They turned a previously unusable garden
into a dream garden with 5 different zones. Each area
was cleared, and transformed into usable areas which
were completed to a very high standard. They also
created this even when access down a steep slope was
incredibly difficult to get materials down. Additionally,
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Tony created a two section decking area which was
also completed to our specifications. They completed
the project to a very tight deadline. Tony and his team
showed the highest level of professionalism all the
time. He saw solutions to all our obstacles, and we
were always kept in the loop, Tony always
communicating clearly throughout the project. The
project was completed within a tight budget. Thank
you Tony,
23-Jun-2021

I had a new fence built and decking installed in my
garden. The service was very professional and the work
was all discussed with me beforehand. The fence is a
fantastic sturdy fence and I could not have asked for a
better one! Decking was exactly what I asked
for...Thanks Boardwalk Devon Ltd. Would recommend
you 100%..

21-Jun-2021

A Totally Professional Service. The fence that was
installed was one of the best I have ever seen! The
incredibly sturdy posts that were cemented in look to
ensure this fence will never move, seriously
professional wood used, the best gardening job I have
ever had. The Decking fitted was fanatastic and fitted
so precisely to plan. Thank you very much Boardwalk
Devon, from a Happy Customer! 100%

25-May-2021

We have used Boardwalk for a number of jobs over the
years and they're fantastic. They have a wide range of
skill sets and are always on time and do a great job.
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